
to Becoming An
Instant Authority 
in Your Industry

5Steps



It’s been said that you must have the credentials to back up your ability to
become an Icon, Authority figure, or even an Influencer. Well, have I got news
for you, you don't. I myself have built very successful businesses with my skill-
sets, knowledge, and in-business experience, all without having a Masters's
Degree. In fact, the only degree I have is a 1st-degree black belt (which by far is
one of the hardest schools to graduate from in my book).

So what does this mean for you? Follow these 5 easy-to-apply steps below to
build the brand awareness and authority you need to increase your influence
and attract the right clients FAST!

               Know the Problem you are solving for your clients: What is the
problem that they are experiencing and how do your skill-sets, knowledge, and
in-business experience solve that problem for them? Get clear on this and
share at every opportunity.

                 Get clear on your message: Now that you know the problem you are
solving, create a solid and clear message of how you do that in 60 seconds or
less. Remove the fluff and crap that people don’t care about, which means YOU.
Get to the point of solving their issue, how you have done it in the past for
others and how you intend to do it for them NOW!

                 What’s in it for ME?: I have a problem and I want to know how you can
solve it for me. This is all the consumer cares about. W.I.F.M. What’s In it for Me?
That’s what the consumer wants to know EVERY time! Write this down and
remember it every time you present your solution. Solve their problem!

                 The know, like, and trust factor: Consumers want to know, like, 
and trust you before purchasing your product. They also rely on the opinions 
of others (don’t you read reviews before purchasing a product?). Get 3rd 
party validation by lending to success stories of your other clients, 
successes you have had in the past, and ASK others to share with others 
they know like, and trust. Poof, referrals happen one right after the other!
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                  Be Certain: Certainty is sexy and uncertainty is a turn-off. Meaning
when you show up passionate and convinced that your product or service
will solve the problem, your consumer will be convinced as well. When you are
unsure of your ability, pricing, or even your methods, the consumer will walk
away quickly and hire the next CERTAIN opportunity!

Now, how do you get the visibility you need 
in today’s oversaturated media platforms?

Join Colleen's exclusive community for women to receive endless VISIBILITY
opportunities to be seen, expand your influence, and grow your business!

Are you tired of the overcrowded social media platforms? Us too! The Leap
Community will showcase you in ways that will allow you to be seen, be heard,
and be visible. The #1 rule in a business building that Colleen has taught over
340 CEOs to build successful businesses is “Tell everyone about YOU”. This
community provides the opportunity for you to step into the spotlight and
expand your influence to attract the right clients. Learn more and join today.
 Learn more and join today. 

This community provides the opportunity for weekly events hosted by YOU, our
Member, to get you more exposure through Monthly Networking Lunch N’
Learns, Podcast appearances, Masterclasses taught by YOU, and many
more abundant opportunities for women to be seen by those that don’t even
know you exist yet.

And we do all of this in a safe and nurturing environment fostering 
collaboration, support, and respect.
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Step 5: 

Join the Leap 
Community today!
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